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 Resume 
 Getting Started 
 Preparing 
 Header 
 Objective 
 Education 
 Honors 
 Experience 
 Involvement 
 Skills 
 General Tips 

 Cover Letter 
 Interview 
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 Career Fairs 

 College Placement Office 

 Mock Interviews 

 Job Ads 

 Company Websites 

 Cold Calls 

 But most importantly…. 
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 Be involved in school: ASCE, ITE, XE, EWB, 
SWE, SHSE,etc. and outside of school 

 Volunteer at events sponsored by 

professional engineering organizations 

 Go to professionals social functions 

 Be involved in your community 
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 Have a general resume that has everything in it (2-4 
pages or more) 
 Pick and choose content off of it for specific job 

applications 
 Save each resume you submit with the application 

info 
 Job title 
 Job description 
 Date of application 
 Person you applied through 
 Actual resume submitted (may have multiple versions) 
 Will be very helpful in preparing for the interview 
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 Online mass submission sites (monster), or very large number of applicants 
 Word scraping 

▪ Synonyms 
▪ Abbreviations 
▪ Titles 

 Name-drop software 
 In person 

 Needs to be clean (no smudges or boogers) 
 Have a story to tell 
 Heavy paper is overrated 

 Via email 
 Make it as an attachment, not copy-paste 

▪ Make sure symbols/formatting/fonts work 
▪ Especially when going from Word to PDF 

 Cover letter would be the email paragraph, except shorter 
▪ Not as a separate attachment, unless requested as such 

 File name should include your own name 
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 But seven eight nine. 
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 White space 
 Use it, it’s good, makes it feel calmer 
 

 Font 
 Sans-Serif (good for screen) vs. Serif (good for print) 
 Nothing smaller than size 10 
 Constant size 
 Black only, no red, yellow, purple, or green 

 Alignment 
 Along both edges     Especially for dates 

 Indentations 
 Bullets 
 Tabs 
 Flow, use same amount of indents for same purpose throughout 

 Lists (i.e. coursework) 
 If in a column format, then no more than one course per row 
 If in a straight line, have commas 
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 If more than 1 page, have last name and page 
number of total pages 

 Doe 1 of 2 

 Have date (month/year) 

 Shows it’s up to date 

 Doesn’t work if you don’t update it 

 Borders, don’t use them 

 They’re constraining 
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 Lines across the entire page 

 Can work as a good section break 

 Be careful not to have too much “black” 

 ALL CAPS 
 Bold 
 Sub sections 

 Italics 

 Underlines not really too appealing  
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 Try to use tabs for first set of indents 
 Never have a period at the end. Never. 
Constant indents and spacing 
 Too many bullets can be overwhelming 
 Best/strongest points at the top 

Simple bullet styles (for electronic 
submissions) 

Pretty pictures may not be save properly, 
especially if they don’t have the fonts installed 
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 Same style throughout 
 Aug. 2001 
 August 2001 
 07/2001 
 07/01 
 7/2001 

 No need for days 
 Same spacing 

 Be careful of – vs. - 
 Be careful of June 12- June 13 

 Aligned along the right edge, easy to follow 
June 2012 – Present 

Aug. 2013 
2012 (Winter), 2011 (Spring, Summer), 2010 (Fall) 
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 Always past tense 
 Even if current/future 

 Start with active verbs 
 Know your synonyms (cinnamon?) 
 Sub 

 Bullets 
▪ Have 

▪ A 
 Limit 
 So do indents 

 No more than one level down for bullets 
 Like this (and even this can be too much) 
 Simple and to the point, the whole purpose of bullets 
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 Bold sections are a must, italics is optional 
 Case-by-case 

 Header 
 Education 
 Honors and Awards 
 Experience 
 Presentations and Competitions 
 Publications 
 Affiliations 
 Skills 
 NO REFRENCES 

 Especially “References available” 
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 Name 
 Should be obvious and largest thing on paper 
 INCLUDE YOUR EIT! 

 Address 
 Double check your commas (City, State Zip) 

 Phone 
 Don’t need to call it out as a phone/cell number (assumed) 

 Email 
 Professional 
 Doesn’t need to be school email, but something you check 

often and hasn’t been hacked 
 Don’t need to call out a phone number as “Tel”, “Cell”, etc. 

▪ Assumed that whatever you put, you can be reached at 

 LongEmailAddressesShouldBeSeperatedWithCaps 
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 To obtain a civil engineering position where 
my knowledge of related skills can be utilized 
to meet/exceed project goals. 
(Put in your own words) 

 Simple and straight forward 

 To the point 

 Be specific on position pursuing 
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 Depends 
 Especially if you need room for more 

important stuff 
 Don’t typically need it 
 Can limit what you are being considered for 
 If with a Cover Letter, it already accomplishes 

the same goals 
 If in person, that’s why you’re there to talk 
 Good alternative may be “Highlights” 
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 No Bipartisan agreement has been reached 
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 School Name 
 Full name 

 Degree Title 
 Don’t abbreviate your degree 
 Bachelor OF Science, not “in Science” 

 Multiple Degrees 
 Double Majors and Minors should be listed 
 Don’t need to mention an AA/AS unless it’s relevant 
 Future degrees (Masters/PhD), shouldn’t be mentioned unless 

accepted/attending 
 Multiple Schools 

 If transferred for the same degree, only list most recent school 
 Degree awarding schools 
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 Major vs. School 
 Emphasize either one depending on job applying for 
 If looking specifically for CE, that’s what they want to see 

first 
 Graduation year 

 Not starting year 
 Include month or season 
 Approximate or best guess if unsure 
 Don’t call it out “expected graduation year”, assumed 

 For higher education, “Masters Candidate…” 
 Standing 

 Only if looking specifically for “Freshman-Junior” 
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 GPA 
 Call it out as a “GPA”, don’t just put a number 

 3.0 is lowest to put, sometimes 3.2 

 Consider your options 
▪ Core GPA 

▪ General GPA 

▪ Overall GPA 

▪ CPP GPA (for transfers) 

 It’s obvious you graduated high school 
(don’t waste precious space w/ obvious info) 
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 If very few (1 or 2), may consider including it with 
Education section 
 Especially if in need of extra room 

 Dean’s List 
 Boy/Girl Scouts 

 Must have been recent/worthy, not just back from 
middle school 

 Scholarships 
 Most Anything 

(good discussion topic and a way to distinguish 
yourself from others) 
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 What the award was 
 When did you receive it 

 Same date format as everything else 

 If using month/year elsewhere, then use month/year 

 If membership 

 Should call it out as duration (month/year – present) 

 Short and sweet, only mention top honors 
 Honors/awards that can be expanded on 

 Consider finding another section where they may fit into if 
you have specific highlights you want to call out 
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 Company and Location, Position and Title, Dates of 
employment 

 Company 
 Full name 

 Location 
 City and State (no street addresses) 

 Most recent should be listed first 
 If you have relevant and irrelevant work experience, where 

irrelevant experience was more recent, consider two sections 
▪ Relevant Experience 
▪ Work Experience 

 Same number of bullets for similar work experiences 
 No more than 4 bullets per job, 6 is pushing it 
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 Use descriptions for work that correspond to 
position that you are applying for 

 Did you manage people or projects?  
 Did you have a deadline? (Scheduling)  
 Personal honors? 
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 Should start bullets with active verbs 

 Managed, initiated, updated, created, reviewed, led, 
conducted, assisted, etc. 

 Show relevant and valued skills 

 Leadership, organizational skills, management skills, 
communications skills, breadth of experience 

 Keep similar formatting style throughout 

 If job title/position are in bold, then should be the same for 
all, including in other sections (Affiliations section) 
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 Don’t list organization, describe 
responsibilities 

 List each position separate with date  
 Describe what you gained in cover letter (PM 

skills, manage budget, etc.) 
 Distinguish yourself from others 
 Don’t forget community service 
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 Volunteering vs. Affiliations vs. 
Leadership/Heavy involvement  

 Clubs and Groups 
 Similar to Experience section if involved 

 Show involvement 

 Show leadership positions 

 Show results 

 Simple list if not involved 
 Include join/involved dates 
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 Technical skills only 
 Software, ones you’re familiar with and can answer 

questions about 
▪ Or can pick up within a week 

 Pick from what’s in the job description, use same wording 
 Must be able to understand the industry jargon 

 “InRoads” instead of “Bentley Microstation InRoads v8i” 

 “exrefs”, “sheets”, “mods/COs”, “PM”, “CM”, etc. 
 Soft skills should NOT be included 

 Good team member, good presentation skills, good 
speaker, very friendly, etc. 
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 Software is essential 
 Instead of Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, 

just say Microsoft Office 
 Unless specific software is in job description 

 Just state the facts 
 Provide specifics during interview or cover letter 

 Everyone uses PCs with Windows 
 Not a skill, but Unix or Linux may be 

 Language skills 
 Only if fluent 
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 Conference participation 
 Competition participation 

 Ranking 

 Role 

 Should not have more bullets than 
experience section 
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 Just as if you’re citing it in a report 

 Formatting and all 

 Keep in mind job purpose 

 Do they value your research experience, especially 
if limited room 
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 Very dependent on position and person 

 Not appropriate in most situations 

 Can be important 
 List a hobby that you are passionate about   
 This is where you can connect with employer 
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 Thou shall not have a resume greater than 
one page 

 Don’t need to include every job since birth 
 Have a distinctive format that represents you 
 Include information that pertains to the job 

(minimize filler information) 
 Don’t forget a cover letter! 
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 Do not use “I” (they already know) 
 Avoid passive and auxiliary verbs 
 Avoid abbreviations (looks unprofessional) 
 Describe all duties in the past tense  

(even current job) 
 Make sure that they can reach you on phone 

number provided  
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 Speiling erors 
 Reads like job description instead of showing 

accomplishments 
 You should tailor it for the job description, but not regurgitate it 

 Missing dates or inaccurate dates 
 Missing contact information (unprofessional email 

address) 
 Poor formatting 
 Functional resumes as opposed to chronological resumes 

 Too early in your career to use functional resume 
 Resumes over one page 

 Unless grad student, case-by-case for undergrad 
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No bullet points (long drawn out paragraphs). No one 
wants to read an essay on a resume. I mean seriously, do 
you want to read all of this or would the first three words 
have sufficed? It’s a resume, not a writing sample. 
 Not qualified for position 

 If it asks for 15 years experience and a PE, don’t apply 

 If it asks for 2 years experience only, and you’re graduating 
with some internship experience, go for it 

 Forget to follow up with hard copy, or online 
submission 
 Most will take your resume but will need you to apply 

through the official channels as well 
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 Personal information not relevant to job 
 Missing employer information  
 Lying, misleading, inflated information 
 Meaningless introductions 
 Poor font choice  
 Pictures, graphics, or URL links 
 I don’t write in the first person, nor does he 

write in the third person 
 Gaps in employment 
 Burying important information in resume 
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 Absolutely positively must have one with 
resume 

 Purpose 
 To replace your “objective” in the resume 

 To present your personality and soft skills 
 Show, don’t just tell  
 Promise to take action 
 Read and read again 
 Include discussion on how you can similar 

experiences toward the job you are pursuing 
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 Make it personal 
 Get to the point  
 Show off your company knowledge 
 Answer their prayers 
 Not too long/overwhelming 
 Proofread 
 Salutation 

 Best if HR manager’s name or person who’s reviewing 

 Worst case, use company name 
 Can include your mailing address if mailing it 
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 Three paragraphs 

 How you met them 

 What you’re looking for  

 What makes you qualified AND a good fit 

▪ Don’t just restate your resume 

 Closing 

▪ Include “enclosures” only if you have any and is part of a 
packet 
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 Plan to do most of the talking  

 Have a plan of what you will say 

 Stories you want to tell 

 Specific experiences you want to share 

 Be prepared, do your research on the company 

 Type of work, services offered 

 Current projects 

 Leadership 

 Values, Mission, Vision, Goals 
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 Try to find out who will be interviewing you 
 Get enough rest 
 Have several copies of your resume (never know 

if more people show up, or if they’ve lost yours) 
 Have one for yourself too 

 Arrive 15 minutes early 
 No more, no less 

 Sit in the car if need be 
 Bring references 

 Not physically, just their contact info 
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 Improve your appearance  
 Better to be over dressed, no tux or evening gown 
 If they show up in a polo, and you’re in a 3-piece suit, 

you look funny 
 Practice answering questions  
 Discuss with friends who have already 

interviewed for similar positions  
 Develop insightful questions 
 Confirm time, date, and place of interview 

 Check for special parking restrictions or for 
building/office access 
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 Correctly pronounce the name of interviewer 
 Maintain eye contact  
 Focus on your ability to do the job  
 Emphasize your qualifications 
 Casual discussion can be critical  

 Mention involvement in professional 
organizations (ITE, XE, ASCE, etc.) 

 Smile on occasion 

 Not the whole time, you don’t want to scare them 
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 Recap items discussed in cover letter 
 Show off your company knowledge 
 Think positive and you will appear positive 
 Good body language 

 Don’t cross arms, smirk, roll your eyes, be 
monotone, fidget 

 Avoid “you know” and “uh” 
 Don’t use common phrases (team player, 

etc.) 
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 Relax!!! 
 Be enthusiastic 
 Offer a firm handshake 

 Dry your hand prior 
 Speak positively about former or current 

coworkers and employers 
 Ask insightful questions 

 Open ended  

 Good opportunity to engage and show you’re a 
good fit 
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 Thank the interviewer for the opportunity 
 Find out when you can call to follow up 

 Not always appropriate 

 Get their contact info before you leave 

 Or know it ahead of time through HR or whoever’s 
setting up the interview 
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 Thank you letter as a follow up 
 Within 1-2 days if you really want the job 

 Not right after (as you’re walking out the door) 

 Good opportunity to clarify anything, or if they 
asked you something and you answered 
incorrectly, or want to make a good excuse for a 
mistake you made 

 Your last chance before they make a decision 
 If offered job, take time to evaluate   
 Review your performance  
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 What has been your career path? 
 What do you enjoy most about this firm? 

 Be very careful about asking the opposite 

 What’s a project you’re working on right now? 

 Good opportunity to ask them about problems 
they’ve faced, and how you’re aware that those 
problems arise 

 Good opportunity to show how you’ve worked on 
similar projects in class, even if much 
simpler/conceptual 
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 Describe your ideal job and/or boss 
 Why are you looking for a job?  
 Why are you leaving your current position? 
 What unique experience or qualifications separate you 

from other candidates? 
 Tell me about yourself 
 What are your strengths and weaknesses? 
 Describe some of your most important career 

accomplishments 
 What are your short-term/long-term goals?  
 Describe a time when you were faced with a challenging 

situation and how you handled it 
 What are your salary requirements? 
 Why are your interested in this position? 
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 What are your short-term/long-term goals?  
 Describe a time when you were faced with a 

challenging situation and how you handled it 
 What are your salary requirements? 
 Why are your interested in this position? 
 What would your former boss/colleagues say about 

you? 
 What are the best and worst aspects of your previous 

job?  
 What do you know about our company? 
 What motivates you? How do you motivate others? 
 Are you willing to relocate? 
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 Sorry, I don’t know how to do that 
 You see, I just went through a painful divorce  
 What can your company do for me 
 I left my last job because my boss was a real jerk 
 What does your company do? 
 My salary requirements are very flexible  
 It would be cool to get this awesome job 
 Bill gates himself offered me a $100,000 bonus 
 In five years, I see myself on a boat in the 

Caribbean 
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 The reason this presentation is shorter than it 
may have been 

 And because of these: 

http://jobmob.co.il/blog/funniest-resume-mistakes/  
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www.csupomona.edu/~chiepsilon  
www.csupomona.edu/~ite  
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